
Adult Pro rams First Unitarian Church

Class Title: OUR THEOLOGICAL HOUSE
Location/Room : Channing Room
Facilitator(s): Leisa lluyck

What worked for you in this class?
-sharing the real meaning of what we are doing & where we are going
-songs, small groups, humor, mini-lectures
-Leisa brought insight, knowledge & organtzation to a BIG topic
-Leisa's rich resources (readings), integrating hymns (our theology); Leisa's enthusiasm

& depth for our UU religion
-wonderful readings for homework
-good mix of community, readings, discussion, lecture, small &larye groups

-safe space & non-judgemental interaction, discussion
-excellent class!

What didn't work?
Jong theological words for our house

-the readings were sometimes overwhelming, didn't fit into my life
-readings were a lot to digest

Did the schedule and /or location work for you? What would be a better option?
-a 3-hour class that went a few more weeks to cover more
-a bit warm
-short breaks worked well
-liked it being at night

What other classes, special events, or other offerings would you like in the future?
-comparative religion
-Chalice and Blqde study group
-on goddess worship
-more theology classes
-more events/classes for young adults so we can meet one another

- spiritual development/formation
-world religions
- how to meditate
-[fU compared to contemporary Christian/Jewish/Islamic ideas
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